SUNNIE AND JIM’S:
SURSEOIR 3
SUN ALWAYS
You are always
there for me
that is what
makes me free
Everywhere I am
there you be
your Love
takes me.
Jim Kidd
5:00 p.m. 3/29/09
SANDILISA
Definite discipline
so much within
In her smile
she perceives
all that
she sees
and then beyond
the given
she understands
that which
is!
The Writing Caruso
3:27 p.m. 3/29/09
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DEATH GONE
You are helpless
when the time
is near
even though there might
be fear
there is nothing to do
just go!
Jim Kidd
4:10 p.m. 3/29/09
THANK’EN NOT
There must be death
that is no surprise
Born of the Future
what can you expect
There is
nothing left.
Jim Kidd
4:14 p.m. 3/29/09
FLY’EN THE HAWK
Rid’en her wheel
rid’en her wing
on the left
on the right
Straight down center
tak’en your way
not much to say.
Jim Kidd
3:59 p.m. 3/29/09
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MOFIA INSURANCE AGENT
Give me your money
others will fear
and
I will protect you
from me.
Jim Kidd
4:28 p.m. 3/29/09

NUMBING
Five times three
is thirty five
Just to prove
you are alive
Your math will tell
so go to . . .
Jim Kidd
4:16 p.m. 3/29/09

FINANCIAL SHARK
Give me your money
I will give you
nothing back
I will give you
promise
I can and will
not keep.
Jim Kidd
4:20 p.m. 3/29/09
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FINISH
Sharks in the water
hit you to bleed
for their need,
now still,
you are eaten
So without motion
there is no notion
there is no lotion
to smooth it over.
Jim Kidd
4:18 p.m. 3/29/09
ODE TO THE MARY
You cannot tell someone that is
out of it
that they are
out of it
because if they are
out of it
they do not know they are
out of it.
Jim Kidd
1:00 p.m. 4/8/09
WAY GO
I go where
my heart
takes me
that way
I can do
anything.
Sunnie
1992
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FREEDOM
No
boyfriend
girlfriend
partner
or
spouse
No
dog
cat
or
rubber plant.
Jim Kidd
7:11 a.m. 4/9/09
SANDI
THE UNASUMING SCHOLAR
Moves Dimensionally
as she pierces deeply
into Matter,
effortlessly.
There is no Ego
she does not flaunt her
Scholarly Understanding.
One becomes amazed
even crazed
because there is
no haze,
even if
there ever was,
so there!
Jim Kidd
4:50 p.m. 3/26/09
Marriott-San Ramon
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SUNNIE SAID
We are all
screwed into
the world
in a particular
way
that is what
makes each of us
a character.
Jim Kidd
5:35 p.m. 3/26/09

TWO OF SUNNIE’S PRINCIPLES
1) If I have to ask I do not want it.
2) It will be okay.
Jim Kidd
4/20/09

RESPONSIBILITY
When we do not meet
our responsibilities to others
they insist on their rights
but if we meet our responsibilities
that is right.
Jim Kidd
1:00 p.m. 3/26/09
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TO THE SUN
LIVING AN IMAGE
The way I do
She told me I do
now I know it so
with the go
there is no never
nothing to sever
so forget forever.
Jim Kidd
9:00 a.m. 5/10/09
SANDI
REDLINE WILD
In the immediacy
flaring her hair
for all that is there
Very much presence
will run your mind
Flying through the air
being out everywhere
always effusively on.
Jim Kidd
9:00 a.m. 4/17/09
RETRO FLASH
I thought I was killing time
but
time is killing me.
Jim Kidd
3:00 a.m. 6/1/09
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Marie White
SPIRITUAL LADY
Immediately
she sees
what others
only glimpse
she touches
the beyond
and brings understanding
to the heart.
Jim Kidd
5:03 a.m. 6/109

